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Central Europe
on the brink between
dependency and diversification.
A snapshot of current situation
and prospects for future.
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Introduction

Prof. Leszek Jesień, Chairman of the Board of Directors, CEEP
The current geopolitical situation amplified
energy security concerns and highlighted the
vulnerability of the EU in the area of energy
supplies and its overdependence on energy
imports, in particular natural gas. The ongoing Russian invasion on Ukraine strongly
revaluates the approach to the diversification
of the sources of energy supplies and clearly
underlines the need for a swift reorientation
of the imports from Russia to more reliable
suppliers.

The EU’s attempts to move away from coal
over the past few years has resulted in an
increasing share of gas in the region's energy
mix. In this context, the diversified sources of
gas supply through LNG terminals being
developed in Poland, Lithuania and Croatia
and new interconnectors such as GIPL,
Poland-Slovakia, BRUA or IGB will be even
more important. The recently commissioned
Baltic Pipe from the North Sea, via Denmark
to Poland, will bring direct access for the
region to Norwegian gas deposits.

Stable, uninterrupted and affordable supply of
energy is the prerequisite for further development of the Central and Eastern Europe
region. This particularly concerns oil and
natural gas, which for a long time have been
mainly imported from Russia. Investments
and commissioning of new terminals, transmission and distribution pipelines are now
one of the main drivers of the region's energy
security.

A basis for the well-functioning of any country
today is its continuous access to affordable
electricity. The levels of electricity consumption are a co-indicator of a country's level of
social and industrial development. The
balanced development of electricity grids,
power generation units, storage, and, just as
importantly, strengthening of the common
electricity market in Europe, may contribute
to the region’s resilience and, in the event of a
crisis, act as a way to support each other in
case of serious disruptions.

For decades, the region has been energy
dominated by Russia’s supplies. Yet, starting
from Russia’s interrupted gas deliveries
to/via Ukraine in 2006 and 2009, it has gradually attempted to diversify its gas sources and
ways of transportation. For several years, the
CEE countries have become vocal as to the
need for diversification and necessity to find
new suppliers. In 2017, the European Commission’s antimonopoly proceedings against
Gazprom showed that for a long time the
Russian company had been abusing its dominant position, attempting to make countries
of the region hostage to its long-term
contracts and dominant supply position.

In the current context, the CEE region is struggling to reassert its energy independence and
get rid of the dominant players. Because of
Russia’s invasion on Ukraine, this goal is now
shared by almost all EU member states. In the
longer term, the quest for diversification can
sustain a more favourable and stable
economic conditions, as well as being a
sustainable way of development.
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Executive summary
Report Context
One of the greatest challenges in the present
geopolitical situation in Europe is ensuring
energy security for the basic functioning of
society and to maintain the operation of local
businesses. Many years of dependence on
natural resources from Russia contributed
greatly in raising fears and concerns at the
beginning of the year on the eve of a Russian
invasion on Ukraine. The gradual breaking
with supply directions and the need to diversify new sources of supply is an important challenge, especially for Central Europe, where
until now these countries have been the main
importers and key transport paths leading
from Russia to Western Europe.

pean countries. Through a set of data and
figures, we would like to show how the region
is evolving regarding energy supply and
consumption and consider how it can change
its overall dependence on imported fossil
fuels, particularly from Russia. With this
picture driven by numbers, we are willing to
demonstrate the main challenges and obstacles in the diversification quest and how the
EU strategic policy direction, embedded in
RePower EU communication, can be
achieved.
In order to clearly present the data and the
situation of a particular energy sector, the
report is organized into the three primary
energy carriers: electricity, natural gas, and
crude oil, where consumption, local production, and sources of import are presented.
The main sources of the report are ENTSO-E
TP, ENTSO-G TP, GIE AGSI and Eurostat.
Historical data from 2018 and data aggregated from January to July 2022 are shown for
EU-11 countries1.

However, some Central European countries,
having acknowledged their dependence on
natural gas and crude oil imports, decided
some years ago to start investing in diversification ahead of the current situation. These
steps, have helped to partially mitigate the
post-February 2022 shock, and also present a
solid ground for further development. There
is no doubt that the escalation of sanctions
against Russia and the overall unstable situation in the energy markets provoke a reflection on future of the energy sector. How long
it will take to completely diversify and how
much it will cost, while keeping system security and the lights and heats on, remain a key
question in the Central European energy
sector.

In order to demonstrate a wider understanding of the topic and to bring closer the opinions from different angles and side of the
region, experts and companies representatives from Poland, Lithuania, Romania and
Croatia described the current situation with
diversification efforts. In addition, to complete the picture of the region and to show the
challenges of the country involved in the war,
an expert opinion from Ukraine can be found
at the end of this paper. These opinions have
been placed collectively after the data
section.

In this paper, we present a snapshot of the
energy sector in Central Europe and focus
mainly on trends and developments related to
the diversification of energy resources and its
impact on the energy security of Central Euro1.

Bulgaria, Croatia, Czechia, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia
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Key takeaways
⊲ The electricity sector in the region has been
steadily changing with more and more renewable sources deployment. The transition
pathways however differ from one country to
another based on local specificities, legacy,
energy mix, social acceptance and political
approach.

⊲ Years of investments in the development of
natural gas transmission networks and interconnections between countries, most of
which became operational in 2022, increased
integration and independence of the Central
Europe region from Russian supplies.
⊲ Gas storage facilities allow to secure gas
supply, especially during the winter. After the
Russian invasion of Ukraine, a decision has
been made in many countries to fill the storage facilities as soon as possible and the
region is on track to fulfil the storage obligation levels.

⊲ In the region there is a significant presence
of nuclear power plants and some of the
countries are in the process of building new
blocks (Hungary, Slovakia), while others
(Poland, Czechia) are in advanced stage of
the preparations. Simultaneously one can
observe an important increase of gas-fired
generation capacities.

⊲ Over the past few years, investment in oil
infrastructure has been modest, however, it
allowed for a partial diversion of supply from
Russia. Central Europe's largest refineries
have made investments in oil-processing
technologies while adapting to crude oil specifications from other directions.

⊲ Despite the Russian invasion on Ukraine,
electricity exchange between Ukraine and
Central European countries has been uninterrupted until recent Ruusian strikes on infrastructure. ( with the exception of an isolated
mode period). There are also some prospects
of further increase of trade, however dependent on the outcome of the military activities.

⊲ Among EU-11 countries, Poland is the
largest consumer of each of the energy carriers considered in the report, as well as one of
the largest oil processors and producer of
petroleum products. Its geographical location
allows not only for the efficient diversification
of natural gas and oil supplies, but also for the
creation of north-south connections for
various raw materials which can be beneficial for the whole region.

⊲ Electricity prices on the wholesale market
have increased since the beginning of the
year regardless of country, due to the threat
of reduced supplies of natural resources
across Europe and overall unstable situation
at the main energy markets in Europe. .
⊲ A steady increase in the consumption of
natural gas in most of the countries of Central
Europe has been noticeable in recent years, a
result of the increased share of natural gas in
the energy mix and higher consumption in
household heating.

⊲ For the security of crude oil and natural gas
supplies, it is becoming increasingly important to have well interconnected region with
developed inland infrastructure combined
with marine terminals. Such a strategy can
lead to an increase of the security of the
entire region of Central Europe.

⊲ A significant contribution to the security of
natural gas supply are LNG terminals being
developed in Central Europe (Poland, Lithuania and Croatia), guaranteeing access to
supplies from any direction. Their increased
use is noticeable, especially this year.
5

Electricity
Demand of electricity
The core of the energy security of any country
is the uninterrupted supply of electricity to
industry and households. It is used for daily
functioning at home and in public spaces.
Demand on a national scale can be increased
by both highly developed industry and the
weather, prompting citizens to make greater
use of air conditioning in hot summers or
heating during winter, especially with heat
pumps becoming more and more widespread. In the future, electric cars will also
contribute to the level of consumption.

From the perspective of the Central European
region, we can observe that the level of
consumption is still lower than in Western
Europe. The other feature is that consumption
continues to grow as a result of economic
growth and a general improvement in well-being. However, the countries of the region differ
significantly in terms of energy mixes, generation capacity, level of prices and prospects of
transformation. A country with the highest
demand for electricity is Poland, with about
one-third of the total demand of the EU-11,
followed by Czech Republic and Romania.

Figure 1 Total yearly demand of electricity of the EU-11 (data for 2022 aggregated from January to July 2022)
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The start of the pandemic in 2020 was associated across Europe with a decline in overall
electricity demand. This decline was particularly noticeable in countries with larger industries, as work restrictions resulted in the
cessation or, at the very least, reduction of
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production. 2021 proved to be a revival in the
functioning of countries, which, in many
cases, has directly resulted in even higher
annual demand compared to pre-pandemic
years.
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Generation per production type
The electricity system and energy mix of any
country must satisfy the basic assumption of
demand and supply in order to deliver electricity to both individuals and industrial consumers. The trend of developing more and more
renewable energy sources, which is visible in
the region, requires at the same time dispatchable energy sources which provide back up in
times of low wind and solar.

some cases, a twist towards renewable energy
sources can be seen, while in others, there is
more of a diversification of generation types.
An additional important factor for national
systems is the cross-border exchange of electricity between them, which is also covered in
the following section. This indicates, among
other things, whether the country is exposed to
a large or small commercial exchanges. Most
countries are also in the Market Coupling
system, which directly affects electricity prices
in the day-ahead market.

This chapter will indicate the energy mixes of
EU-11 countries over the past few years. In

Figure 2 Total yearly generation per production type in Bulgaria [BG]
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Figure 3 Total yearly generation per production type in Czechia [CZ]
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Figure 4 Total yearly generation per production type in Estonia [EE]
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Figure 5 Total yearly generation per production type in Croatia [HR]
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Figure 6 Total yearly generation per production type in Hungary [HU]
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Figure 7 Total yearly generation per production type in Lithuania [LT]
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Figure 8 Total yearly generation per production type in Latvia [LV]
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Figure 9 Total yearly generation per production type in Poland [PL]
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Figure 10 Total yearly generation per production type in Romania [RO]
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Figure 11 Total yearly generation per production type in Slovenia [SI]
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Figure 12 Total yearly generation per production type in Slovakia [SK]
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Cross-border exchange of electricity
The cross-zonal exchange of electricity is one
of the results stemming from integration of the
power systems in the European Union. Adoption of the EU legislative packages on internal
energy markets facilitates cross-zonal trade,
leads to a more efficient and competitive
market and contribute to the security of electricity supply. Cross-zonal capacities are
mainly used for trading in Europe in the
Day-ahead and Intraday markets.

The figures below show the cross-border
flows of electricity for the particular countries
of the region. These are not necessarily commercial exchanges, as the market coupling
principle allows borders to be used as trade
transit through a country. However, the ratio,
which is the difference between electricity
exports and imports, strongly indicates the
country’s dependence on external electricity
supplies.

Figure 13 Total yearly import and export of electricity by country of exchange in Bulgaria [BG]
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Figure 14 Total yearly import and export of electricity by country of exchange in Czechia [CZ]
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Figure 15 Total yearly import and export of electricity by country of exchange in Estonia [EE]
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Figure 16 Total yearly import and export of electricity by country of exchange in Croatia [HR]
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Figure 17 Total yearly import and export of electricity by country of exchange in Hungary [HU]
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Figure 18 Total yearly import and export of electricity by country of exchange in Lithuania [LT]
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Figure 19 Total yearly import and export of electricity by country of exchange in Latvia [LV]
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Figure 20 Total yearly import and export of electricity by country of exchange in Poland [PL]
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Figure 21 Total yearly import and export of electricity by country of exchange in Romania [RO]
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Figure 22 Total yearly import and export of electricity by country of exchange in Slovenia [SI]
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Figure 23 Total yearly import and export of electricity by country of exchange in Slovakia [SK]
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Central European countries are also connected to the currently war-racked Ukraine. Despite
the Russian military aggression, the functioning of the energy system is, for the most part,
uninterrupted, and citizens are getting access
to electricity. A side effect is a decrease in

demand, which allows for more exports from
Ukraine. The situation of selling electricity is a
beneficial for both sides; Ukraine can obtain
additional funds from the sale of energy, while
the EU-11 countries can obtain energy at competitive prices.

TWh

TWh

Figure 24 Total yearly import and export of electricity with EU-11 countries by country of exchange in Ukraine [UA]
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Electricity prices
This year, average monthly electricity prices
have reached unprecedented levels. The main
reason is the reduction of the gas supply (in
this context used for electricity generation), as
Russia has already halted exports to several
countries. An additional factor escalating
prices this year was the exceptionally hot

summer. This increased air-conditioning
demand and reduced production from hydro
and, to a lesser extent, conventional sources,
limiting cooling of energy blocks. Last but not
least is a record low availability of the French
nuclear fleet.

Figure 25 Average monthly prices of electricity at Day-ahead market in EU-11 countries
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Natural gas
Consumption of natural gas
The level of demand for natural gas is determined by the energy mix and energy-intensive
industry development. But there is also
increasing demand from households as many
Central European countries switch from coal
to gas heating. In the case of natural gas, one

can observe an important increase in demand
in last years linked to above mentioned
factors. The countries of the region are
(except Poland) rather small gas markets but
according to many estimations their outlooks
are set to grow in the coming years.

Figure 26 Total yearly consumption of natural gas in EU-11 countries (data for 2022 aggregated from January to June 2022)
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Production and import of natural gas
The demand for natural gas is covered by
domestic production or imports. However,
most Central European countries do not have
large fields of this natural resource (exception
is Ukraine, Romania and to some extent
Poland). As such, most of the countries of the
region are largely dependent on natural gas

imports. For many years, they have been dominated by Russian gas delivered via pipelines,
but in recent year, and particularly this year,
they became to actively diversify its supplies
through LNG terminals and alternative sources such as Norway.
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Figure 27 Total yearly production of natural gas in EU-11 countries (data for 2022 aggregated from January to June 2022)
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Figure 28 Total yearly trade import of natural gas in EU-11 countries (data for 2022 aggregated from January to June 2022)
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more flexibility in supplies. The construction
of a facility that allows the import of LNG
essentially increases (compared to pipeline
transport) the possibility of diversification of
supplies. Terminals provide an advantage,
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especially in view of the growth of the LNG
spot market, to consumers over suppliers. In
Central Europe, LNG terminals have been built
in Lithuania, Poland and Croatia. It is also
planned to construct one in Estonia. This
infrastructure helps to mitigate a halt in
Russian supplies this year.
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Figure 29 Total yearly import of LNG (data for 2022 aggregated from January to June 2022)
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tation of significant investments. In particular,
those relating to the development of the
necessary port infrastructure, the connection
of the terminal to the gas network, and often
the reconstruction of the state's transmission
network.
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Figure 30 Map of natural gas network with LNG Terminals
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Storages
The basic function of gas storage facilities is
to balance the supply and off-take of gas by
storing surplus gas in periods of reduced
demand and releasing it in situations of
increased demand for this fuel. Gas storage
facilities are mainly determined by the country's geological potential, because in large part,
gas storage facilities are underground canvases capable of holding gas tightly under
increased pressure.

In Central Europe the size of storage facilities
is not significant. The biggest ones are in Hungary, Czech Republic and Ukraine. Some of the
countries do not have storage (Lithuania, Estonia) but they use it in the neighbouring countries.

Figure 31 Actual capacity of natural gas storages of EU-11
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which they are filling their storage facilities.
The shock of the effects of the war has also
moved the discussion to a higher European
level, where the EU set up an obligation to fill
gas storage facilities before the winter season
to a minimum of 90%. A level of filling of gas
storages in the region has been slightly lower
than in Western part of the continent, however
it observed some acceleration in the recent
weeks and are now on track with the filling
obligations.

Minimum filling, overlapping with interruptions
or complete shutdowns of gas supplies from
Russia, plus concerns on future supplies, has
led many countries to increase the speed with
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Figure 32 Monthly changes in storage filling by year in Bulgaria [BG]
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Figure 33 Monthly changes in storage filling by year in Czechia [CZ]
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Figure 34 Monthly changes in storage filling by year in Croatia [HR]
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Figure 35 Monthly changes in storage filling by year in Hungary [HU]
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Figure 36 Monthly changes in storage filling by year in Latvia [LV]
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Figure 37 Monthly changes in storage filling by year in Poland [PL]
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Figure 38 Monthly changes in storage filling by year in Romania [RO]
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Figure 38 Monthly changes in storage filling by year in Slovakia [SK]
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Crude oil
Crude oil is a basic raw material of the petrochemical industry, particularly needed for
transport purposes. In addition to natural gas,
Europe and particularly Central Europe
region, has also been dependent on Russian
oil for many years. The continually decreasing
production of its own resources, which is
connected with the exploitation of fields,

makes it necessary to obtain the crude from
alternative directions such as the middle East
and the US. While oil is not as problematic as
gas (because of possibility to transport by
ships), the challenge remains in sufficient
number of maritime terminals along with
connecting pipelines and adaptation of refineries to the other types of oil.

Figure 40 Total yearly production of crude oil in EU-11 countries (data for 2022 aggregated from January to June 2022)
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pipeline transport is the most economically
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Central European refineries are mostly linked
with inland pipelines coming from Russia.
However, there are also some oil terminals,
the primary way of transport is the pipeline. It
makes some troubles to diversify the
supplies and has created a reluctance of
some of the countries in introducing the EU
sanctions on Russian oil.
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Figure 41 Average stock levels of crude oil (data for 2022 from January to June 2022)
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Figure 42 Total import of crude oil (data for 2022 aggregated from January to June 2022)
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Expert opinions
To complete the abovementioned data and
figures, we would like to present some reflections and observations of the experts from
the region about the diversification efforts
conducted by some Central European coun-

tries. These pieces are own opinions of the
authors and express their views and understanding of the current situation as well as
the prospects for future developments.

Poland
Sebastian Pogroszewski, Analyst of energy markets, Jagieloński Institute
One of the largest consumers of natural
resources and electricity in the Central European region is undoubtedly Poland, where
diversification of the energy mix has been
focused on a progressive transition from coal.

visible during the summer, when prices
peaked, solar hours reached the lowest prices
during day.
The possibility of building onshore has been
locked for last years in Poland, but in the last
months a work has started on amending the
law. The amendments are currently in the
legislative process and it is estimated that the
changes could result in an increase of several
GW in wind power. Until then, it also becomes
realistic to receive first MW from an offshore
wind farms in the Baltic Sea with an assumed
capacity of 5.9 GW.

One of the main transition fuels was
supposed to be natural gas as a low-carbon
source, so the diversification of its potential
supplies began few years ago. However, it
should be remembered that EU regulations
are moving toward the complete elimination
of fossil fuels, which include natural gas. The
hydrological situation of Poland compared
with some central European countries is so
unfavourable that the potential of hydropower
is not used and is only supported by a few
hydro-pumped storages. A nuclear power
plant is in the process of being developed,
however, these are long-range plans.

Diversification of natural gas supplies has
become extremely important for the Central
European region for the past few years. The
situation has further intensified due to the war
in Ukraine. In Poland, the region's largest gas
consumer, huge investments in gas infrastructure have been and are being completed
in 2022. In the first half of 2022 the
Poland-Lithuania interconnection (GIPL) with
a transport capacity of 2 bcm was finished,
and in August 2022 the Poland-Slovakia interconnection with a transport capacity of over 5
bcm. It increased the connectivity and independence of our region from Russian gas.

In the Polish energy mix, renewable energy
sources are becoming more important. This
is particularly seen in the increased installed
capacity of PV, which is directly related to the
increased number of prosumers boosted by
government support programs. During the
year, PV installed capacity has grown from
about 5 GW to more than 10 GW. The high
volume of energy from photovoltaic was
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Another example is the Baltic Pipe, which
connects Norway's gas fields with Poland.
Launched on October 1st with a capacity of 10
bcm, it is part of the “Northern Gateway”
concept, i.e. the complete diversification of
gas supplies with the use of LNG terminals.

on the spot market. Among the directions
from which it now obtains oil are countries
such as Saudi Arabia, Norway, and West
African countries. It uses the Naftoport oil
terminal for this purpose.
Importing fuels from alternative destinations
is only one side of the coin. Equally important
is expanding storage capacity so that global
shocks do not cause rapid shortages in the
country's market. Therefore, new investments
are being announced in this area as well. The
oil infrastructure company, PERN, is planning
new investments in storage resources for
petroleum products. Over the past six years,
capacity has increased by one-third. And at
the end of June, construction of eight more
storage facilities began. Investments in transmission and distribution networks are
continuing, so oil fuels and other processing
products can be easily distributed around
Central Europe, consolidating the region's
independence.

Currently, the Świnoujście LNG terminal has a
capacity of more than 6 bcm. The terminal is
used to handle LNG imports from directions
such as Qatar and the USA and it is intended
to fully use the capacity in the near future. A
FSRU terminal in the Gulf of Gdansk is also
planned for launch after 2025, with an initial
capacity of 6 Bcm. Poland was also the first of
the European countries to start filling its gas
storage facilities, guaranteeing a sufficient
supply for the winter. Filling of storage facilities by more than 90% was recorded in June
of this year.
Regarding crude oil, ORLEN, the Polish fuel
and energy giant and a leader among petrochemical companies in Central and Eastern
Europe, has for years pursued a policy of
adapting refineries to other types of crude oil
than that from Russian deposits. Imports in
this case are less problematic than in the case
of natural gas, so the transformation in this
sector is mainly focused on adapting local oil
processing. ORLEN announced in March that
it was stopping buying crude oil from Russia

Gathering all aspects of energy security, the
situation after the sudden cut in supplies from
Russia, especially crude oil and natural gas, is
not bad as expected. Many years of investment have returned at the toughest time
ensuring diversification and energy security
for Poland.
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PERN

Prepared by PERN press office
PERN, a CEEP member, is leading Polish company in crude and fuel logistics and a strategic
company in terms of oil supplies.
Another month of war in Ukraine is passing.
Europe is facing an energy crisis on an
unprecedented scale. Individual countries are
preparing for a complete cut-off of Russian
hydrocarbon supplies. Poland is an example
of a country which, for several years now, has
been effectively protecting itself against
adverse developments in this area. Today is a
good moment to assess how PERN's investments, on the verge of a total halt of oil and
fuel supplies from Russia, have supported our
country's efforts to achieve energy independence. PERN is the key part of our country's
management of critical infrastructure. The
company has 19 fuel bases with a capacity of
over 2.4 million m³ dedicated for petroleum
products, and four oil bases with a total
capacity of over 4.1 million m³. Over the past
six years, the company has increased its oil
and fuel storage capacity by over 30%.

The location of these storage facilities is, of
course, not accidental, as thanks to their location the refineries can import various grades
of crude and fuel from all over the world by
sea. With such an extensive infrastructure,
PERN is able to receive this crude and fuel and
maintain their highest quality. This is possible
precisely thanks to these additional tanks.
Naftoport is a tool that enables Poland today
to switch unscathed to crude oil supplies by
sea only. If we also add the potential of the
coastal fuel base at Dębogórze, we get a
picture
of
comprehensive
solutions
addressed to PERN's customers, thanks to
which the company can ensure Poland’s
energy security in terms of crude oil and fuels.
Naftoport today enables the handling of 36
million tonnes of crude oil and 4 million
tonnes of petroleum products per year. Last
year, PERN's customers brought almost 18
million tonnes of crude oil and petroleum
products to Poland by sea. The annual
demand of Polish refineries is approximately
27 million tonnes. This means there are an
additional 9 million tonnes per year for the
demand generated on the German side.

PERN's customers, who import different
grades of crude to Poland by sea, expect
those grades not to be mixed together. The
objective here is to have the crude oil that
arrives at a refinery maintain its composition
and parameters in which it was ordered and
delivered by a tanker. PERN's task is to effectively separate different grades of crude and
ensure its quality. With a small number of
grades, this task is easier. However, when the
number increases – and this has been the
case in recent years – it requires more effort.
Over the past several months, crude and fuel
have been arriving in Poland from, among
others, Saudi Arabia, Kazakhstan, Norway, the
UK, the USA, and Polish and Lithuanian
deposits in the Baltic Sea.

At the fuel base in Debogórze, PERN is carrying out a number of investments to increase
the base’s capacity. Recently, three fuel oil
tanks were put into operation – each with a
capacity of 32,000 mᶟ, and next year two more
with a similar capacity will be commissioned.
PERN has also set out to develop and modernise the local loading front for rail tank cars,
and to extend the railway siding. As a result,
the number of loaded rail tank cars has
increased by half, which, with all loading
stations operational, allows for six drafts of
cars to be dispatched per day. Each draft is 30
tank cars with a total capacity of approx.
2,000 mᶟ.

This is why, since 2016, PERN has commissioned as many as 13 new storage tanks for
crude at the Polish seaside. The company's
storage capacity on the Baltic Sea has thus
increased by up to one million cubic metres.
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Also, PERN employees are already carrying
out full unloading of tankers at the liquid fuel
station in the Port of Gdynia. This is a new
service that increases the safety and efficiency of fuel handling since it no longer requires
intermediaries carrying out these operations.
This year, as part of the project to increase the
import capacity, the deepening of the
approach to the liquid fuel transhipment berth
in the Port of Gdynia will be initiated, which, in
combination with the overhaul of the tanker
transhipment station, will enable the handling
of vessels with a target capacity of up to
100,000 tonnes.

new capacity has been added to the coast
since then, including Phase I of the Petroleum
Terminal, which was completed at that time.
This significantly increases the flexibility in
terms of the ability to import different grades
of crude and separating them.
Over the past six years, PERN has also invested in its fuel storage capacity. During this
time, as many as 20 new tanks with a total
capacity of nearly 0.6 million mᶟ have been
constructed across the country. At the end of
July/beginning of August, seven of them were
put into operation. The company is also developing its transmission infrastructure. This
involves increasing the capacity of the
Płock-Mościska-Emilianów fuel pipeline from
1.13 million m³ per year to over 2 million m³ per
year. The objective is to increase the security
of fuel supply for Warsaw and the Capital
District. The construction of a fuel pipeline
from Boronów to Trzebinia, which will improve
the security of fuel supply for southern
Poland, is also in progress. Today, more than
98 per cent of the pipeline already lies in an
excavation and is backfilled. The pipeline will
become operational later this year.

Mega-investments are PERN's flagship
programme. From the very start of its implementation until now, the company has allocated approx. PLN 1.5 billion to this strategic
project. Thanks to the Programme, PERN's
potential in both the crude and fuel areas has
increased significantly.
At the crude oil base in Gdańsk, and the
Gdańsk Oil Terminal, as many as 13 new tanks
have been commissioned for customers
since 2016. Overall, almost 1 million mᶟ of
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Romania
Eugenia Gusilov, Director, Romania Energy Center ROEC
Romania has been slow in articulating its own
strategy of supply diversification in response
to Russia’s war in Ukraine. Emphatically,
Romania stands with Europe and adheres to
all the sanctions imposed on Russia, including
the ones that target Russian oil and natural
gas imports. From the outside, it may even
seem that the country is in a much better
position, especially if compared to other EU
states that were much more dependent on
imports of Russian oil & gas. However, Romania is far from in the ideal which it could have
been in, considering its undisputed advantages in resource endowment.

offshore, just like Romania’s Neptune Deep,
albeit in the Eastern Mediterranean) was
discovered in 2015 and put into production in
2017, in just 3 years.
Furthermore, in 2016, another gas discovery
was made in Romania, this time onshore, in
Buzau county, by Romgaz, the national
state-owned natural gas company. Located
well below one of its currently producing wells
at Caragele, the company found that there is a
larger gas-bearing structure located below
the shallow gas reservoir. Called Caragele
Deep (because it is located at 4,000 meters
below ground), this new structure is estimated to hold at least 30 Bcm. This field too is not
producing any gas for Romania at the
moment. Instead of developing its own gas, in
the past 3 years (2019-2021), Romania has
relied on Russian gas imports, which
increased significantly over this period, reaching 30% of Romania’s gas consumption during
the winter months (January-March 2022).

The first priority of any state that wants to be
independent should be to develop its own
resources. Few European countries are, however, in this blessed position, of having
domestic natural gas deposits. Romania is
one of them. Nevertheless, Romania has
failed to develop them in time to make a difference for itself, as well as for the region. Ten
years ago, in 2012, a significant natural gas
discovery was made in the deep offshore
segment of the Romanian Black Sea by a
consortium consisting of OMV Petrom and
Exxon Mobil. Known as the Neptune Deep gas
field, it holds an estimated 42-to-84 Bcm.

However, there is one piece of good news this
year: Black Sea Oil & Gas (BSOG) – owned by
Carlyle International Energy Partners and the
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development – started production in June from its
project located in the shallow waters of the
Romanian Black Sea. Against all adversities,
back in 2019 the company went ahead with
the investment decision at their two gas fields
(Ana and Doina). This adds 1 Bcm/year to
Romania’s gas production, but this volume
will contribute more to offset the decline in
domestic gas production in recent years
rather than increase it to the point where no
imports are needed. Also, this positive development has more to do with the determination of this particular company to push the
project ahead in spite of the country’s regulatory headwinds.

To date, no final investment decision (FID) has
been taken on this project. So, in the middle of
the biggest energy crisis of our times, with
gas prices reaching unprecedented and
historical highs, Romania sits on gas reserves
and doesn’t develop them. Sure, some observers would say that the decision belongs to the
companies involved. However, all the Romanian governments in power between 2012 and
2022 bear the responsibility for the uncertainty that resulted in the current situation: no gas
flowing from Neptune Deep. By comparison,
Egypt’s super-giant Zohr gas field (located
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Out of the possible external solutions (gas
imports being the second viable option),
Romania seems to bet on the Interconnector
Greece Bulgaria (IGB). Although this project
should have been ready in 2014, it was finalised only this summer, with its inauguration
held on October 1, 2022. With an initial
capacity of 3 Bcm/year, the pipeline (also
known as Stara Zagora-Komotini pipeline) is
meant to bring a marginal volume of azeri
gas via Turkey (TANAP) and Greece (TAP)
into Bulgaria. For Romania, the project matters because it fits well with its BRUA project
and closes a “missing link” in the vertical gas
transport corridor it is trying to build. Bulgaria has booked half of the capacity on IGB
which leaves 1.5 Bcm in which both Romania
and Moldova expressed interest. IGB can
also be extended to 5 Bcm/year in which
case the additional gas could supply Romania or transit further to Ukraine or Moldova
as its final destination. In addition, Serbia
and Hungary (which now rely entirely on Russian gas) also have expressed interest in this
alternative supply route and gas source. It
would be good news if gas flows through
IGB can reach Romania this year, however, it
remains a puzzle why Romania did not prioritise development of its own indigenous gas
resources which should have been a
no-brainer: option no. 1 in Romania’s gas
supply strategy.

As far as the gas storage obligation for the
upcoming winter is concerned, on the last day
of September, Romania had 85.7% of its underground gas storage (UGS) full, equivalent to 28
TWh or 2.9 bcm in volume terms. That is very
close to the EU average which reached 87.8%,
being equivalent in volume to 978 TWh or 100
bcm in storage for the entire EU.
The outlook for Romania looks different
based on the time horizon under consideration. Short term, Romania may face some
challenges. Medium and long term, Romania
has an excellent outlook, especially if it
succeeds to go ahead with developing its
proven domestic gas reserves. As fas as
Romania’s plans for upcoming winter, the
prevailing reasoning in Bucharest is this:
during
winter,
Romania
traditionally
consumes 70-75 million m3/day. In previous
years, this demand used to be met with
domestic production (25 million m3/day),
withdrawal from UGS (25 milllion m3/day)
and imports (20-25 million m3/day). In a „no
gas imports” scenario, Romania will have to
make due with only 50 million m3/day this
winter. The government in Bucharest banks
on industrial consumption shrinking enough
to reach this level (as a matter of fact, many
large industrial consumers have already
downsized or ceased operation) and hopes
for a mild winter.
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Lithuania

Vytautas Bitinas, Strategy and development Director, EPSOG
EPSO-G, CEEP member, is a Lithuanian group of energy transmission operators
(gas and electricity) and exchange (biofuels, wood) companies.
Security through diversity from Russian
supplies of natural gas is one of the main
aims in the coming months. Starting from
April 2022, Lithuania is no longer importing
any Russian gas, and since 12th of July, it has
been forbidden by Lithuanian Law to import
Russian gas through an LNG terminal or direct
interconnection with Russia or Belarus. The
only Russian gas in the Lithuanian transmission system is for transit to Kaliningrad
purposes. Looking at the future, we will not
import Russian gas into Lithuania. It is a similar situation in Latvia, Estonia, and Finland as
well. During the summer of 2022, only some
occasional flows from Russia were registered
in Latvia and Estonia. In Latvia, the import of
Russian gas will be forbidden by law from 1
January 2023.

scale LNG terminal in the region (in Finland or
Estonia), which is expected in December,
being delayed. Looking a bit further ahead,
new terminals in the Baltics, and the rest of
Europe, will increase demand for LNG and that
might bring more tensions for arranging LNG
cargos for our region, both pricewise and in
terms of flexibility. So until enough LNG
supply capacities come into the market,
market players will have to adjust to the situation economically
Currently, the Klaipeda LNG terminal is the
most important gas supply point for Baltic
states and the Finnish market. The relatively
high capacity of the LNG terminal allows
these markets access to the global LNG
market when Europe is short of gas, and the
hub prices are soaring, while in the LNG
market, more flexibility is available.

The Lithuanian gas system works well, even
after major rerouting of the flows, with the key
import source being the Klaipeda LNG terminal. The LNG terminal in Klaipeda covers not
only demand in Lithuania, but also the needs
in Latvia, Estonia, and Finland, and gas injections into Incukalns gas storage. After the
completion of GIPL (Lithuania – Poland gas
pipeline), i.e. since 1 May 2022, the flows from
the LNG terminal are also going to Poland
almost all of the time. Estonia and Finland are
planning their own LNG terminal to secure the
system even more. Either on the shore of
Finland or Estonia, where jetties are under
construction, a FSRU terminal should be available in December 2022.

The synchronization of Lithuania to the Continental European Network is not only a guarantee of energy independence, but the main
project to enter system of new agreements,
so as not to be controlled by an unpredictable
neighbour in the east.
To support the goals of diversification,
EPSO-G group is actively participating in
shaping the future of the Lithuanian energy
infrastructure and market. Our electricity and
gas networks are planned and upgraded to
accept more renewable energy sources, to
find a place for green hydrogen in pure form,
and in blending with methane-rich gases,
energy storage, and greater control of the
system. We are actively working on the
connection of local gas producers (primarily
biomethane, but also some hydrogen in a few
years’ time). That will be another way of diversification.

A major challenge for the gas market is to
cope with sky-rocketing gas prices, and that is
a common European issue. Concerning physical gas needs specifically, the situation in this
region is much better than in the most parts of
Europe. Some challenges might arise in the
cold season in the event of the second large
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Croatia
Antun Krsevan Dujmović, Senior Fellow, IRMO
With November approaching, Croatia is bracing
itself to be fully prepared for the upcoming
winter. As some households and end users will
stop receiving gas for heating from the current
suppliers from the end of September due to the
unfavourable conditions on European markets,
the Croatian energy market operator (HROTE)
will step in to secure the supply from October 1
for all users in Croatia. This decision by HROTE
will allow the households and users to change
their gas suppliers. The Croatian Energy Regulatory Agency (HERA) has also adopted a decision which will be in force from October 1 till 31
March 2023 to adopt a new tariff for public
users of gas. These decisions should allow
Croatia to be ready for the challenging winter
that lies ahead for all of Europe.

Hence the decision of Croatia after the Russian
invasion of Ukraine to increase the local production, which should reach around 1 bcm by 2023,
raising it to 40% of total gas consumption.
Secondly, with imports on the LNG terminal
having started in January 2021, Croatia has
further enhanced the level of gas supply and its
diversification, and its overall energy security.
Currently, around 85% of the gas imported to
Croatia goes through the LNG terminal on Krk,
with FSRU vessels coming primarily from the
United States, followed by Qatar. Furthermore, in
April 2022, the government adopted the decision to increase the LNG gasification capacity to
about 2.9 Bcm annually, followed by its August
2022 decision to increase the capacity of both
the LNG terminal and the gas pipeline Zlobin –
Bosiljevo to 6.1 bcm. The remaining 15% of
imported gas comes through the interconnection Croatia -Slovenia (Lučko-Zabok-Rogatec).

Supply of gas in Croatia, which is at the heart of
the unfolding European energy crisis, is stable
and secure in comparison to neighbouring
countries in Central and Eastern Europe and in
the Balkans. This favourable situation with gas
supply in Croatia is due to three prevailing
factors. Firstly, Croatia provides just over 30% of
its gas demand from local production, which
puts it in the group of EU countries with a
substantial ratio of locally produced gas. Croatia’s gas fields currently produce some 0.78
billion cubic metres of natural gas, and the total
consumption, including industry and household
consumption, is between 2.7 and 2.9 Bcm. However, it needs to be pointed out that only two
decades ago in 2000, Croatia produced around
60% of natural gas locally. In recent years, Croatia followed the trend of abandoning local gas
field exploration in favour of augmenting gas
importation, a trend unfavourable for the national economy and energy security. Favouring local
importing private companies and growing
dependency on Russia was evident in years
prior to the Russian aggression against Ukraine
in 2022 and beginning of operations of the LNG
terminal on island Krk.

It also has to be pointed out that the underground gas storage facility “Okoli” has by
September reached some 80% of its full capacity and will by early October reach 90% of its
capacity. Taking these factors into account, in
terms of gas supplies, Croatia is in a better position than neighbouring countries like Slovenia,
Hungary, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Serbia.
In terms of supplies with oil and oil derivatives, it
has to be said that the refinery in Rijeka works
with its full capacity, which fully meets Croatia’s
demand, and even allows for exports to neighbouring countries like Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Over 500 thousand tons of crude oil are extracted locally, which covers some 25% of Croatia’s
demand. This oil is refined in Hungary due the
fact that Croatia’s oil fields are in the continental
part of Croatia (mostly the Slavonija region), and
because the Hungarian company MOL owns a
49% share of the national oil company INA.
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Croatia’s plans to extend its oil production and
exploration of new oil fields is also under way.

import an additional 350 MW of energy. This
could have a negative impact on the national
power company HEP Group, which could face a
lower financial capacity to invest in upcoming
planned projects, while coping to meet the
demand through augmented imports of fossil
fuels including gas (while prices are still high on
European markets) to produce electricity in
thermal power plants. It also has to be pointed
out that Croatia still has an old system inherited
from socialism, in which electricity for households is cheaper than that distributed for industrial production.

Considering the situation regarding electrical
energy supply, Croatia is facing decreased
production in 2022, and is hence in the position
of needing to import electricity. Croatia has 28
hydro power plants, and their production has
dramatically decreased due to the negative
hydrological conditions this year. Croatia also
has thermal power plants using fossil fuels, with
TE in Plomin using coal, TE Rijeka using fuel oil,
and KTE Jertovec using gas, with their work
going on without interruptions. At this moment,
unlike in some other EU countries with the
rolling blackout system, there are no indications
that restrictions in electrical supply would be
introduced in Croatia. Neighbouring Serbia also
faces shortages in hydroelectric production,
while further to the east, Kosovo introduced the
rolling blackout system and North Macedonia
introduced an emergency situation.

In the field of renewable energy, Croatia
followed up on the EU’s initiatives. In June, the
Ministry of Economy and Sustainable Development, which includes energy and environmental
protection, adopted a decision with recommendations to remove the barriers and alleviate
administrative procedures which allow more
consumption of energy coming from RES.
Currently, Croatian wind farms have a total
capacity of around 1000 MW, and solar power
plants around 100 MW.

Croatia’s annual electricity consumption is
currently around 19 TWh – of which the nuclear
power plant in Krško, where Croatia has 50%
share and Slovenia the other 50%, contributes 3
TWh. Krško supplies 15% of Croatian and 20%
of Slovenian electricity demand. As the Krško
plant will go down for repairs in October, this will
have a big negative impact on electricity supply,
albeit temporarily. Hydropower plants in Croatia
produce between 4 and 7 TWh annually, and in
2021 this was exceeded due to favourable
climate conditions. However, due to the recent
negative hydrological conditions, hydro power
plants in Croatia have up to the beginning of
September 2022 produced just 3 TWh in the
course of the year so far. It is expected that
hydro energy could just produce between 4,5
and 5 TWh, but the more favourable climate
conditions recorded in September could
increase this figure. The alternative is an
increase of electricity imports and an increase
of production in thermal power plants.

Croatia awaits winter in a much better position
than its neighbouring countries in this challenging period. The gas storage facility “Okoli” will
pass 90% of capacity by the beginning of October, and the LNG terminal on island Krk has
provided most of the imported gas for the Croatian market. Furthermore, neighbouring Slovenia and Hungary have made contracts with
Croatia and gas from the LNG terminal will be
exported to these two countries. With the
planned expansion of capacities of the terminal,
Croatia has the potential to become a regional
player in the gas market. Planned increases of
local gas and oil production, and faster procedures to issue permits for solar powered energy
projects are also important. With a stable influx
of energy from the Krško nuclear power plant,
thermal power plants, and a significant increase
of hydro potential planned by HEP in the upcoming years, the future prospects of energy supply
of Croatia, both in short and especially in midand long-term look quite favourable.

With the Krško nuclear power plant shut down in
October due to the regular repairs that occur
once every 18 months, Croatia will have to
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Ukraine
Anton Antonenko, Vice President, Dixi Groupe
Energy supply diversification is vital for
Ukraine and the whole EU. The earlier we all
understand this and start effective implementation, the cheaper and easier it will be.
And in some parts of Europe it can also save
people’s lives. The saying goes that time is
money, while now in Ukraine, time is lives.

ages in Europe, together with a big part of the
supply routes, the country could influence the
gas trading price in the EU and be a source for
its hike.
The political goal was to trigger European
customers with high energy prices amidst the
cold weather and, in that way, pushing European policymakers to allow (against all legal
matters) the operation of the political pipeline, Nord Stream 2. The pipeline is political
precisely because the “streams” were built to
bypass Ukraine, as it did not agree to give up
its sovereignty by handing over the control of
gas transportation through the country. The
centre piece of the blackmail was voiced by
Vladimir Putin a few days before 2022 when
he offered to “calm” energy prices in Europe
by exporting more gas via Nord Stream 2. The
irony is that gas flow through Ukraine
dropped in 2021 by 25% compared even with
2020, and less than 30% of the capacity of the
gas transportation system was being used.
This shows a clear illustration of the fact that
energy “deficit” was hand-made by Russia,
with the aim of influencing political decisions.

Having its own natural resources, and also
being an important part of the route of even
bigger energy supplies to Europe, Ukraine has
always been at the centre of Russian efforts.
And these never had a purely business
nature. Russia used energy supplies to gain
political control, to manipulate, to threaten,
and at the end of the day, to get a hold of an
instrument of pressure on the EU. Looking at
the broader picture, Russia succeeded to
effectively control supply routes for its gas
almost everywhere, but not in Ukraine. Control over Ukraine’s gas transportation system
has been on the Russian priority list. One of
the possible scenarios was demonstrated in
the case of Belarus, when the country that
had long been denying Russia control over its
pipelines agreed to give in after what was
named “an economic crisis”, selling all shares
of the company controlling the matter. If we
fast forward, we can see that this is now the
state that provides its resources to the terrorist state of Russia to wage the unprovoked
and unjustified war against Ukraine. By
providing financial support, Russia paved its
way to control gas transportation in the country, thus using energy as a weapon and to
later use that weapon against another country.

As we are almost a year past these events, we
continue to see the Russian blackmail being
played using another similar scenario, with
Nord stream 1 gas supplies sometimes being
stopped under false reasons. In this way,
Russia wants to force sanctions against it to
be lifted. Such an approach clearly has nothing to do with business activity. This is an
illustration of what many in Europe and
beyond have called using energy as a weapon
– gas is practically used to try and negatively
influence European support to Ukraine in
fighting a war waged by the terrorist country
of Russia.

We can also glance at what could be Russia’s
endgame by controlling the gas supply routes
to the EU. By controlling some of the gas stor-
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Ukraine understood very early the notion of
gas as a weapon. Russia waged several gas
wars on Ukraine, in 2006, 2009, and 2014 to
name a few. Ukraine saw corrupt Russian-led
top-politicians giving up state interests in
what was called a prolongation of a lease for
the Russian naval base. However, Ukraine has
fought back, pursuing a way to cut massive
gas use and to diversify supplies from Russia.
In 2005, gas consumption in Ukraine was
over 72 bcm. In 2021, the number went down
to as low as just above 26 bcm. Ukraine also
changed the situation on the domestic
market when it started the reverse flow
supplies from Europe, creating competition
to the formerly monopolistic situation of the
gas from Russia. Having opened gas imports
from the EU in 2013 with strong support of its
partners, Ukraine fully stopped buying gas
from Russia in November 2015.

from the corruption and other hidden “bonuses” means that Russian energy resources
clearly lose in economic terms. They are in an
even weaker position now having demonstrated their political intentions and the
threats to security they bring to any state.
Russia acknowledged use of its nuclear
sector as a weapon by occupying two nuclear
power plants in Ukraine and sending their
personnel from the Russian state Rosatom
company, thus committing an international
nuclear crime and leading nuclear terrorist
activities. In this context, even more surprising are the intentions of some countries to
continue cooperation with Russia in the
nuclear sector.
As the tempo for pumping gas into the European storages is sufficient to meet the goals
and secure enough supplies for the winter
season, this creates room for diversification.
The lessons of paying money for energy that
will be further used as a weapon should be
learned, and all the creativity and efforts of
industry representatives, politicians, and
legal teams used to introduce a practice that
will effectively cancel such a situation. The
REPowerEU package that was recently introduced is a good pathway to this. However,
more needs to be done alongside effective
implementation of the existing policies, and
what is even more important is that this is
done in a relatively short time. In Ukraine,
time is not only money, but also lives.

However, Russia uses not only gas as a
weapon. The nuclear sector, traditionally even
more closed to the public than gas, is another
back door into the security issues. Russia
exports its technologies, constructs nuclear
power plants, sells nuclear fuel etc. Although
diversification in this sector is even harder
than in gas for various reasons, Ukraine has
also succeeded in diversification here. This is
due to the support of partners and opening
opportunities to break Russian monopoly.
However, this also illustrates that positive
changes are possible. Competition now
shows a clear picture, as Ukraine being cut
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